Abstract To synchronize the attitude of a spacecraft formation flying system, three novel autonomous control schemes are proposed to deal with the issue in this paper. The first one is an ideal autonomous attitude coordinated controller, which is applied to address the case with certain models and no disturbance. The second one is a robust adaptive attitude coordinated controller, which aims to tackle the case with external disturbances and model uncertainties. The last one is a filtered robust adaptive attitude coordinated controller, which is used to overcome the case with input constraint, model uncertainties, and external disturbances. The above three controllers do not need any external tracking signal and only require angular velocity and relative orientation between a spacecraft and its neighbors. Besides, the relative information is represented in the body frame of each spacecraft. The controllers are proved to be able to result in asymptotical stability almost everywhere. Numerical simulation results show that the proposed three approaches are effective for attitude coordination in a spacecraft formation flying system.
Introduction
The problems of attitude coordinated control of spacecraft formation flying (SFF) have been studied intensively during the past decades. Deep space exploration, Earth monitoring, in-orbit servicing, and military operations are involved in the potential applications of attitude coordinated control of SFF. Attitude coordinated control indicates controlling a fleet of spacecraft so that their orientations and angular velocities converge to equal asymptotically. A common reference is usually needed in some literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] to synchronize the attitude of spacecraft. Generally speaking, it is called cooperative attitude tracking 1 if all the spacecraft are synchronized to a common reference trajectory. However, attitude coordination using local relative information is more challenging. In this condition, a spacecraft can only measure the relative attitude and angular velocity to its neighbors in the body frame, and no common reference trajectory is considered. This situation is more realistic because the availability of a common reference may be difficult to obtain in many cases.
Various strategies for attitude coordinated control of SFF have been proposed, including multi-input multi-output, leader-follower, virtual structure, and behavioral approaches. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] However, external disturbances and model uncertainties are not considered simultaneously in these literatures. Jin et al. 12 proposed robust decentralized attitude coordination controllers of SFF to deal with external disturbances and model uncertainties. Nevertheless, the stability analysis is complicated and the parameters of the controllers are restricted strictly. Liang et al. 13 put forward an attitude coordinated controller considering external disturbances and parameter uncertainties by using sliding mode control, but the chattering problem of sliding mode control may appear due to the sign function in the controller. Zhang et al. 14, 15 presented robust attitude coordination and six degree-of-freedom coordination controllers of SFF to tackle external disturbances, model uncertainties, and communication delays. Zou and Kumar 16 examined robust attitude coordination control for SFF under actuator failures and obtained uniformly ultimately bounded stability of the closed-loop system. Li and Liu 17 proposed attitude synchronization schemes with communication delays, model uncertainties, disturbances, and actuator saturation was also considered by selecting control gains appropriately. Abdessameud et al. 18 solved leaderless and leader-follower attitude synchronization problems with time delay using a virtual system approach. Zou and Kumar 19 designed observers with finite-time convergence to obtain distributed output feedback coordinated controllers, however, the communication topology graph was restricted with a hierarchical structure.
Another practical problem in attitude coordinated control of SFF is the input constraint. The actuators of spacecraft can usually afford limited control torque, so it is necessary to design a controller considering the input constraint. Backstepping control with a command filter 20 is an effective tool to overcome the input constraint problem. This filter structure can provide bounded output signals, which is helpful to conquer the input constraint problem. By incorporating the command filter, Farrell 21 and Sonneveldt 22 et al. solved the input constraint problem in adaptive flight control design. However, the design procedures are only applicable for a particular model in these literatures. Li et al. 23 presented an adaptive backstepping controller for optimal descent tracking. Recently, Lv et al. 24 proposed backstepping-based synchronized control schemes for SFF with coupled attitude and orbit, input constraint, and parameter uncertainties. Meanwhile, it should be noted that autonomous attitude coordinated control of SFF with input constraint, model uncertainties, and external disturbances, was not considered.
Quaternions are usually adopted in attitude control of spacecraft. However, the mapping from S 3 (three-sphere) to SO(3) (three-dimentional special orthogonal group) is two-to-one due to the parameterization of the attitude by the quaternions. This property may lead to an unwinding phenomenon 25 in attitude control with quaternions. Such a phenomenon is highly undesirable from the viewpoint of fuel consumption and vibration suppression. A quaternion-based hybrid control approach 26 of SFF is adopted to overcome unwinding, but the controller is discontinuous. Recently, researchers have investigated attitude coordinated control developed directly on SO(3) to conquer the unwinding with quaternions. Wang and Xie 27 presented an attitude synchronization approach with time delays. Lee 28 derived the exponential stability of attitude tracking control directly developed on SO(3) with strict Lyapunov stability analysis. A robust adaptive attitude tracking control method based on SO(3) was established in Ref. 29 , and the controllers were applied to the experiment of attitude control of a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle. However, autonomous attitude coordinated control of SFF using SO(3) has seldom been presented.
In this paper, we investigate the autonomous attitude coordinated control problem of SFF using local information. The qualifier ''autonomous'' refers to that no leader or no external reference tracking exists in the SFF system. This assumption may increase robustness and lower cost when the orientation in the inertial frame is not relevant. 30 We use the backstepping technique and the relative attitude error resolved in SO(3) to solve the attitude coordinated control problem in this study. Autonomous attitude coordinated controllers are proposed in three cases, which are the ideal case, the case with model uncertainties and external disturbances, and the case with input constraint, model uncertainties, and external disturbances. Only angular velocity and local information of relative attitude expressed in the body frame are used in these controllers. Besides, by using LaSalle's invariance principle, it is proven that asymptotical convergence of the closed-loop system can be achieved with the presented controllers under some conditions.
Mathematical model and preliminaries

Spacecraft attitude model based on rotation matrix
The attitude dynamics and kinematics equations of the ith spacecraft are given as [28] [29] [30] [31] 
where i = 1, 2,. . ., n; J i 2 R 3·3 is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft; x i 2 R 3 is the angular velocity resolved in the body frame; s i 2 R 3 and d i 2 R 3 are the control torque and the disturbance torque, respectively; R i 2 SO(3) is the rotation matrix that transforms the body frame into the inertial frame. The hat map Ù transforms a vector in R 3 to a 3 · 3 skew-symmetric matrix so that (x) Ù y = x · y. The inverse of the hat map is denoted by Ú which transforms a 3 · 3 skew-symmetric matrix to a 3-dimensional vector. Several properties of the map Ú are given as follows:
where, for any x 2 R 3 , A 2 R
3·3
, and R 2 SO(3), tr(AE) is the trace of a matrix. We need to design controllers to synchronize the attitude of spacecraft, namely, R i fi R j , x i fi x j as t fi 1.
Basic graph theory
Weighted undirected graphs can be used to describe local information exchanges between spacecraft within a formation. 3, 4 A weighted undirected graph G = (m,1,C) is composed of a node set m = {1, 2, . . . , n}, an edge set 1˝m · m, and a weighted adjacency matrix C. If there exists information transmission from the jth node to the ith node, then there is an edge from the jth node to the ith node, denoted as (i, j) 2 1. In an undirected graph, if (i, j) 2 1, then (j, i) 2 1. The elements of the adjacency matrix C are defined as c ij = c ji > 0 if (i, j) 2 1 and i " j, otherwise c ij = 0. An undirected graph is called connected if there is always a path between any two nodes. An undirected path is a sequence of edges in an undirected graph with the form (i 1 ,i 2 ), (i 2 ,i 3 ),. . .,(i nÀ1 ,i n ). A tree is a graph in which each pair of nodes is connected by only one undirected path.
Attitude coordinated control with ideal conditions
In this section, Section 3 we assume that d i = 0 and the inertia matrix of spacecraft is known. The aim is to design a controller to synchronize the attitude of spacecraft. In this sense, the spacecraft should have the equivalent rotation matrix eventually, i.e., R i fi R j as t fi 1. In previous works, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 16 quaternions of all the spacecraft converge to the same value. This is not equivalent with attitude consensus because the mapping from S 3 to SO(3) is two-to-one, in other words, the unit quaternions q and Àq correspond to the same attitude matrix. In this section, we present a solution to the attitude coordination problem, using the backstepping concept to design controllers based on local relative information represented in the body frame. We also provide a stability analysis of the resulted controllers.
Backstepping is a recursive nonlinear control design approach. Its idea is to use part of system states as virtual controls to guarantee the stability of each recursive step. The attitude error between the ith and jth spacecraft is defined as 30 e ij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
We can see 0 6 e ij 6 2 and e ij = 0 only when R i = R j .
Step 1. The first step in backstepping involves control of the attitude error of spacecraft by introducing the virtual angular velocity. The first Lyapunov function candidate is selected as
where k 1 > 0 is a constant, and c ij is the element of the adjacency matrix with the weighted undirected graph. From Eqs. (3)- (5), the derivative of V 1 can be obtained as
So far, a standard backstepping control scheme is presented. Further stability analysis will be carried out by LaSalle's invariance principle in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1.
Suppose the spacecraft form a tree network, and the initial relative attitude of the ith and jth spacecraft satisfies
where, for any (i,j) 2 1, 1 6 i, j 6 n. Then the controller Eq. (14) results in attitude coordination of the SFF system Eqs. (1) and (2), i.e., R i fi R j and x i fi 0 for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1.
Proof. Choose the following Lyapunov function as
We can see that the Lyapunov function is positive-definite. It is also obvious that V = 0 when x i = 0 and R i = R j . From the previous analysis, the derivative of V is given as
LaSalle's invariance principle 32 is applied to analyze the Lyapunov stability with the controller Eq. (14) . Let X be the largest invariant set in the set X ¼ fðR 1 ; R 2 ; . . . ; R n ; x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x n Þ : _ V ¼ 0g. On X we have x ei = z i = 0, so x i = 0 from Eq. (11) for any 1 6 i 6 n. Consequently,
For a tree network topology, in a similar way as in Ref. 33 , we
proof is omitted to save space. h
Now we have obtained ðR
Notice that R ij is an orthogonal matrix with determinant 1, so the eigenvalues of R ij are real numbers or paired complex numbers of length one. Consequently, the eigenvalues of R ij are 1, e ih , and e Àih for some h 2 R. The unitary decomposition of R ij is formulated as
It follows that 2h = 2kp for some integer k. Therefore, the eigenvalues of R ij are {1,1,1} or {1, À 1, À 1}. The former means R i = R j while the latter means tr(R ij ) = À 1. Now in the set X, x i = 0, but the system trajectory may fall into the unexpected equilibrium point tr(R ij ) = À1. We can also see that V has a maximum value at the unexpected equilibrium point in the set X. We will show that the unexpected equilibrium is not stable. Consider the following scalar function:
It is obvious that W = 0 when tr(R ij ) = À1. In the set X, z i = 0, and it follows that
By the instability theorem, 32 the unexpected equilibrium point tr(R ij ) = À1 is not stable, and the expected equilibrium point R i = R j is stable. From Eq. (17), we can see the initial value of the trajectory is not the unexpected equilibrium point. The trajectory of the system would converge to the equilibrium point with tr(R ij ) = 3 eventually. This implies attitude consensus with R i fi R j for any (i, j) 2 1 as t fi 1. Now we obtain R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1 because the communication graph is a tree network topology.
Remark 1. Note that we need calculate _ x ei in the controller Eq. (14) to implement attitude coordination. From Eqs. (3)- (5) and Eq. (9), it follows that
From Eqs. (9) and (25), we can see that x ei and _ x ei include only relative angular velocity and relative rotation matrix of a spacecraft with respect to its neighbors, and the relative information is all resolved in its body frame. In this sense, the controller Eq. (14) is autonomous.
Remark 2. We can see that the final angular velocity of a spacecraft converges to zero from the proof of Theorem 1, and all the spacecraft arrive at the same attitude. The attitude is determined by the initial states of the spacecraft and the parameters of the controller Eq. (14) . In this study, we do not care what the concrete synchronized attitude is. Our aim is to make the relative attitude error of the spacecraft be zero finally.
Remark 3. In Theorem 1, Eq. (17) must be satisfied to avoid the unexpected equilibrium points. For any rotation matrix
where h ij is the eigenangle from R i to R j along some eigenaxis. From Eq. (17), the initial eigenangle from R i to R j must not be ±p for any (i, j) 2 1. We also notice that Refs. 27, 30 do not involve initial constraint like Eq. (17). However, the controller in Refs. 27, 30 is zero when we set the initial angular velocity as zero and trðR T j R i Þ ¼ À1 for some i and j, resulting in the unexpected equilibrium point. Consequently, the attitude consensus of spacecraft is unable to reach.
Attitude coordinated control with model uncertainties and external disturbances
In Section 3, we assume that external disturbances of each spacecraft are zero, and the inertia matrix of spacecraft is known. However, spacecraft within a formation are always subject to various environment disturbances such as gravity gradient torque, solar pressure torque, aerodynamic torque, and magnetic torque. Moreover, the inertia matrix of spacecraft may not be available due to measurement uncertainty. In this section, we assume that the disturbance torque d i " 0 and the inertia matrix is an unknown constant matrix. The disturbance torque d i is bounded with d Mi , i.e., id i i 1 6 d Mi .
Lemma 1.
34 For all real scalars x and all nonzero real scalars y, it follows 0 6 jxjð1 À tanhðjx=yjÞÞ 6 ajyj ð 27Þ
where a is a positive constant with a minimum value a * = x
Then we introduce the adaptive parameter of the ith spacecraft 
where y = [y 1 ,y 2 ,y 3 ] T . Then it follows x
The adaptive robust coordinated controller is designed as (2) is achieved, i.e., x i fi 0 and R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1.
Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function: 
where
Let X be the largest invariant set in the set
On X we have x ei = z i = 0, so x i = 0 from Eq. (11) for any 1 6 i 6 n. Because the spacecraft form a tree network, it follows that
According to the proof of Theorem 1, R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1 if Eq. (17) is satisfied. Therefore, we obtain that x i ! 0 and R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1 by using LaSalle's invariance principle. h Remark 4. It can be seen that the potential problem with the controller Eqs. (33)- (35) is that p i (t) may converge to zero before z i decays. Then the chattering phenomenon may appear in the closed-loop system because tanhðz i =p 2 i Þ ¼ ½sgnðz i;1 Þ; sgnðz i;2 Þ; sgnðz i;3 Þ T . In practice, we can choose a small enough k 3 to avoid the potential chattering problem. Moreover, the controller Eqs. (33)- (35) , is continuous and robust to disturbances and model uncertainties, which is different from the sliding mode control in Refs. 12,13 .
Attitude coordinated control with input constraint, model uncertainties, and external disturbances
It should be noted that Sections 3 and 4 do not consider the problem with input constraint. In practice, actuators of spacecraft can only apply limited control torque. If input constraint is not considered in the design of a controller, the control effect would be bad, even the states of the closed-loop system would diverge. In this section, a command filtered backstepping adaptive robust controller is proposed to overcome input constraint, model uncertainties, and external disturbances. The controller is designed as
where 
where, for i = 1,2,3, y 0 > 0 is the bound of the sat function. Then we have
Theorem 3. Consider the system Eqs. (1) and (2) 
i > d Mi , the spacecraft form a tree network, the initial relative attitude of the ith and jth spacecraft satisfies Eq. (17) for any (i, j) 2 1, 1 6 i, j 6 n, and no input saturation occurs after finite time. Then attitude coordination of the SFF system Eqs. (1) and (2) is achieved, i.e., x i fi 0 and R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1.
Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function:
The time derivative of V follows
From Eq. (38), we have that
Using LaSalle's invariance principle, it is shown that lim t!1
x ei ðtÞ ! 0 ð50Þ
If no input saturation occurs after finite time, i.e., s i À s 
So x ei ,z i fi 0 and x i ! 0 as time goes on. Because the spacecraft form a tree network, it follows that ðR
in the set X. According to the proof of Theorem 1, R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1 if Eq. (17) is satisfied. Therefore, we obtain that x i fi 0 and R i fi R j for any 1 6 i, j 6 n as t fi 1. h
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations are presented in this section to study the performances of the proposed formation control strategies. The simulations are based on MATLAB/Simulink with a variable-step ode45 solver. A scenario with four spacecraft is considered. To investigate and compare the proposed approaches, the simulations of the controllers are carried out with the same conditions.
Simulation parameter settings
In the simulations, when the ideal coordinated controller Eq. (14) is implemented, we set disturbance d i = 0. When the controller Eqs. (33)- (35) and the controller Eqs. (40)- (44) are performed, we set d i in the following form, in which the major environmental torque, gravity gradient torque, is considered. That is, 35 where l is the gravitational constant of the Earth; r i is the distance between the ith spacecraft and the Earth, which is assumed to be 7200 km in the simulations; # i , u i , and / i are the Euler angles of the rotation matrix R i with 3-2-1 rotation. An actuator fault may occur for complex space environment and frequent operations. We consider thruster degradation in the simulations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controllers. In this case, the effectiveness of the thrusters can only supply 70% of the actuation after 10 s. It shows that satisfactory performance and smooth trajectory tracking are still obtained with the proposed three controllers.
The inertia matrix for each spacecraft and the initial rotation matrix of each spacecraft are shown in Tables 1 and 2 The maximum control torque of the spacecraft formation is restricted to be 1 N AE m, i.e., the control torque is subjected to is i i 1 6 1 N AE m.
Simulation results
To investigate the performances of the proposed ideal controller Eq. (14) , the robust adaptive controller Eq. (33)- (35) and the filtered robust adaptive controller Eqs. (40)- (44), the formation-keeping attitude error metric (FKAEM) 16 is defined as
which presents the attitude synchronization error of SFF. The angular velocity error metric (AVEM) 16 is defined as
which presents the angular velocity synchronization error of SFF.
The scalar measure of attitude is given by the rotation angle r i (t) about an eigenaxis needed to rotate the ith spacecraft from its body frame to the inertial frame, which is given as 31 r i ðtÞ ¼ arccosð0:5ðtrðR i ðtÞÞ À 1ÞÞ ð57Þ
In the implementation of the ideal coordinated controller, it is assumed that d i = 0 and the inertia matrix of spacecraft in Table 1 is known. Then we consider the more realistic case where the disturbance d i is not zero and the inertia matrix J i is unknown. The robust adaptive coordinated controller is applicable to this case, so it is implemented subsequently. Finally, we consider the case where the control torque is constrained, the disturbance d i is not zero, and the inertia matrix J i is unknown. We implement the filtered robust adaptive controller into this case.
The simulation results of the formation system with the controller Eq. (14) are shown in Figs. 1-4 . Fig. 1 gives the responses of r i (t). We can find that the rotation angle r i (t) of the ith spacecraft about the eigenaxis converges to a common value from Fig. 1 . This shows that the attitude synchronization of the SFF system is achieved. The responses of the angular velocities of the spacecraft are shown in Fig. 2 , where (x i ) x , (x i ) y , and (x i ) z denote the component of x i along the X axes, Y axes, and Z axes. It can be found that the angular velocities decay to zero as time goes on. Fig. 5 gives the responses of the rotation angle r i (t). We can find that the rotation angle r i (t) of the ith spacecraft about the eigenaxis converges to a common value of about 80°from Fig. 5 . This shows that the attitude synchronization of the SFF system is achieved eventually. The responses of the angular velocities of the spacecraft are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be found that the angular velocities decay to zero as time goes on. Fig. 7 demonstrates the responses of the control torques of the spacecraft and the maximum control torque is beyond 1 N AE m, which is the maximum control torque that the actuators of spacecraft can provide. The reason is that the control constraint is not considered in the controller Eqs. (33)- (35) . The responses of FKAEM, AVEM, and the Lyapunov function Eq. (36) are shown in Fig. 8 . We can find that Fig. 10 gives the responses of the rotation angle r i (t). We can find that the rotation angle r i (t) of the ith spacecraft about the eigenaxis converges to a common value from Fig. 10 . This shows that the attitude synchronization of the SFF system is achieved eventually. The responses of the angular velocities of the spacecraft are shown in Fig. 11 . It can be found that the angular velocities decay to zero as time goes on. Fig. 12 demonstrates the responses of the control torques of the spacecraft and the control torques are less than 1 N AE m, so the control constraint is satisfied in the controller Eqs. (40)-(44) . The responses of FKAEM, AVEM, and the Lyapunov function Eq. (47) are shown in Fig. 13 . We can find that FKAEM and AVEM converge to zero ultimately. The Lyapunov function converges to a small positive value because the error of adaptive parameters does not converge to zero.
Adaptive parametersĥ i ¼ ½ĥ i1 ;ĥ i2 ; Á Á Á ;ĥ i6 T converge to a constant vector eventually, which can be seen from Fig. 14 . The responses of the filter n i are shown in Fig. 15 . We can observe that n i converges to zero quickly.
Conclusions
(1) An ideal attitude coordinated control scheme of SFF by using the backstepping technology is proposed and asymptotical stability conditions are obtained by using LaSalle's invariance principle and the algebraic properties of the rotation matrix. 
